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Ground training is the key to a safe and pleasurable riding experience. Designed for easy reference

while working with your horse, this guide can be hung on a post. Riders of all disciplines and skill

levels will benefit from these exercises that reinforce good habits and help develop a strong bond

between horse and rider.
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From Catching to Driving: Your Ringside Guide to Ground TrainingEveryÂ moment you spend with

your horse is an opportunity to instill good habits and develop his respect, trust, and willingness to

work with you. All horses need a solid foundation of in-hand and guide-line training in order to be

safe to handle and ride. Cherry Hillâ€™s comprehensive collection of 101 ground-training exercises

leads you and your horse through catching, yielding, turning, sacking out,Â backing, longeing, long

lining, doing obstacle work, and much more. Every exercise is fully illustrated and described in

easy-to-follow, step-by-step language that you can refer to during your ground training work â€”

simply hang the book in the barn or on a fence post, and youâ€™re ready to go! The exercises

include clear goals, variations, common problems to watch out for, and lesson reviews.

Cherry Hill is an internationally known instructor and horse trainer and has written numerous books,

including 101 Arena Exercises for Horse & Rider, Horsekeeping on a Small Acreage, How to Think



Like a Horse, What Every Horse Should Know, and Horse Care for Kids.Â Visit her at

www.horsekeeping.com, where you can find information on her books, DVDs, and horsekeeping

knowledge.

I love Cherry Hill's books and own a couple of them. I bought this book because I liked the picture of

the ground exercise on the cover and hoped there were would be a lot of new ideas for ground

training. This is a great, basic book for a very green horse. I was looking for more advanced ways to

play with me horse on the ground. I will definitely use this book, but not as much as I had hoped.

It actually has a lot of very good information, but I found it poorly organised - there were constant

referrals to exercises in other parts of the book and this going back and forth has meant that I

donÃ¢Â€Â™t use it.The spiral binding does not allow the pages to be turned over and lie flatly which

because of its size means that the book has a Ã¢Â€Â˜coffee-tableÃ¢Â€Â™ feel, when one wants a

handbook.

best book ever

This book has some great tips, and a number of exercises so your horse doesn't get bored. I think

anyone who has a horse can use this book and keep things interesting from the ground.

Very in depth and descriptive more for a person who learns by reading. For me it's a little difficult to

understand because I learn by doing things after having someone to show me so it's hard for me to

incorporate this in my training

Just got this today and only hmmave had a chance to skim through it but there are many exercises

listed that I can't wait to try! Each exercise has drawings, tips, step by step instructions, as well as

reasoning behind the value of doing each exercise!

This is a VERY basic guide for in-hand work. Good for someone starting their first colt or a beginner

working on basics to bond with a new/older mount. I was looking for more challenging exercises to

work experienced horse/rider teams. I found only four or five that were useful to me, however this is

a good starter book.



After a long, snowy, limited riding winter, my 22 year old trail horse and I find these exercises as a

great way for both of us to get our heads "in the game" before we trailer out on a regular basis. We

both seem to really enjoy both the structure and the variety. So glad I bought it
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